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Good morning Chairman Waters, Ranking Member Moore, and members of the
subcommittee. Thank you for the invitation to discuss the mortgage servicing industry's
response to the foreclosure crisis that has devastated families, destroyed neighborhoods,
and triggered a global financial crisis. We believe servicers have failed to prevent a very
large proportion of unnecessary foreclosures, and that significant additional steps are
required to ensure that foreclosures only occur when the alternatives do not produce a
more economically favorable outcome.
I serve as Senior Policy Counsel at the Center for Responsible Lending (CRL), a
nonprofit, non-partisan research and policy organization dedicated to protecting
homeownership and family wealth by working to eliminate abusive financial practices.
CRL is an affiliate of Self-Help, a nonprofit community development financial
institution. For thirty years, Self-Help has focused on creating asset building
opportunities for low-income and minority families, primarily through financing safe,
affordable home loans. In total, Self-Help has provided over $5.6 billion of financing to
64,000 low-wealth families, small businesses and nonprofit organizations in North
Carolina and across America.
I.

Introduction and Summary

Almost four years ago, our organization released a report warning that the reckless and
abusive lending practices of the previous two decades would lead to approximately 2
million subprime foreclosures. At the time, our report was denounced by the mortgage
industry as absurdly pessimistic. Sadly, the system was even more larded with risk than
we had understood, and the damage has been far worse, spreading from the subprime to
the prime sectors, catalyzing a housing-lead recession, and triggering historic levels of
unemployment.
Since we issued the report, there have already been more than 2.5 million homes lost, and
Wall Street analysts recently predicted there could be as many as 11 million more
foreclosures filed.1 The foreclosure crisis has had catastrophic consequences for families
and communities, especially communities of color. First, millions of homeowners ended

up in dire straits due to abusive mortgage originations, incompetent and predatory
mortgage practices, ineffective government oversight, and a complex securitization
system that lacks accountability all the way up and down the chain. Now, millions more
are in danger due to the toxic combination of underwater loans and unemployment that
festers in so many areas.
In this situation, the mortgage servicing system should serve as a resource for both
homeowners and investors harmed by unscrupulous originators and securitizers. Instead,
the servicing system is compounding the problem. It has become crystal clear to even the
casual observer that the servicing system cannot or will not serve either the best interests
of homeowners or investors for a variety of reasons, including that the system's capacity
is too strained to function correctly and that crosscutting financial incentives mean that
when servicers and their subcontractors act in their own best interest, it is not necessarily
also in the best interest of either investors or homeowners.
Ultimately, the fate of these homeowners impacts all of us. Foreclosures bring down
home values across the board and devastate communities and municipal budgets. Even
worse, since the housing sector historically has led the way out of economic downturns,
weakness in the housing sector is slowing economic recovery and hampering efforts to
create jobs and reduce unemployment.
Things did not need to be this bad. If the Bush Administration had moved quickly back
in 2007, or if the Obama Administration and Congress had acted more forcefully in early
2009, we could have significantly limited the breadth and depth of the foreclosure crisis.
In particular, reforming the bankruptcy code to permit judges to modify the loans on
principal residences could have made a significant impact on the problem. Instead, the
response ultimately consisted of initiatives that relied exclusively on voluntary assistance
from servicers in return for minor monetary incentives.
In evaluating how well this approach has worked, the facts speak for themselves: nearly
three million have already lost their homes, and almost six million more are in danger of
joining them. 2 The principal federal response to the crisis, the Home Affordable
Modification Program (HAMP), has produced fewer than a half million permanent
modifications. More than 60% of borrowers have not even been evaluated for a
modification.3 Servicers have routinely failed to follow the loss mitigation guidelines
contained both in the HAMP program and in the contracts of investors such as FHA and
the GSEs, and the dual-track system of loss mitigation while also proceeding to
foreclosure has resulted in foreclosures taking place before evaluation for loan
modifications or other alternative has occurred, while that process is occurring, or even
after a successful modification agreement has already been reached.
Beyond loss mitigation failures, mortgage servicers also are engaging in other shoddy,
abusive, and even illegal accounting and legal practices. Recently, the public has learned
about profound problems with the system for proving that the foreclosing party has the
legal right to do so. Servicers also have a track record of poor accounting practices,
including misapplying payments and force-placing insurance improperly. These various
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problems have resulted in the so-called "robosigning" scandal, in which employees have
lied about having personally reviewed the information alleged in their summary judgment
affidavits -- in part to save costs by cutting corners, but in part because the servicer
simply does not have the ability to produce the mortgage note or prove that other facts
alleged in the affidavit are true.
It is shocking that servicers have characterized these problems as "technical" ones that
somehow don't matter because the homeowners are in default in any account.4 re simply
"technical" issues, case after case demonstrates that is not true. Regardless of the
homeowner's default status, one of the bedrock principles of our legal system is that a
person cannot have their private property taken without due process. But more than that,
while the lack of regulatory oversight has resulted in a paucity of relevant data, the sheer
volume of anecdotal accounts of profound mistakes and abuses suggests that in a
significant number of cases, people are experiencing wrongful foreclosure.5
Much recent discussion has focused on whether calls for a foreclosure moratorium given
the servicing problems will hurt the economy by delaying market clearing. We do not
think this is the right question. Instead, we should be asking whether the servicing
system currently is able to distinguish properly between those instances where
foreclosure is unavoidable and those where another option would produce a more
favorable financial result.
Unfortunately, every available piece of evidence suggests the system cannot yet reliably
make this distinction. This failure to prevent foreclosures that would save money for
both investors and homeowners is both perverse and bad for economic recovery.
Additionally, to get the housing market back on track, buyers need assurances that the
foreclosures are legal and not vulnerable to challenge. Having banks claim to “fix”
thousands of mortgages within a couple of weeks without more information is unlikely to
restore public confidence in the system. Consequently, a temporary pause in pursuing
foreclosures during which defined, objective, and transparent measures are taken to
ensure the integrity of the system is likely to be the best way to stabilize the market.
Today, we urge everyone concerned about the stability of the housing market and the
sustainability of our economic recovery to address the foreclosure problem head-on with
every tool available. For too long, we have listened to the insistence of the servicers that
they can solve this problem on their own. While it always seemed improbable that would
be the case, after almost four years, we now know that is impossible.
It is high time for Congress, the Administration, banking regulators, federal and state law
enforcement officials, and state legislatures to employ every tool at their disposal to end
a crisis that has spiraled out of control for years now, unnecessarily, wasting billions
(maybe even trillions) of dollars and standing in the way of broad economic recovery . In
these recommendations, we describe many ways in which these various actors can help
produce the results that will best serve investors, homeowners, and the market as a
whole.
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Recommendations for Congress
¾

Change the bankruptcy code to permit modifications of mortgages on principal
residences.
¾ Mandate loss mitigation prior to foreclosure.
¾ Level the playing field in court by funding legal assistance for homeowners.
¾ Ensure that homeowners receiving mortgage debt forgiveness or modifications do
not find their new financial security undermined by a burdensome tax bill.
Recommendations for Federal Agencies (non-HAMP-related)
¾

The federal prudential banking regulators should immediately focus on the
servicing operations of their supervisees.
¾ The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau should make regulating servicers one
of its first priorities.
¾ Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac should serve as models to the industry.
¾ HUD, VA, and other government housing programs should enforce their servicing
rules, especially those related to mandatory loss mitigation.
Recommendations for Improving HAMP
¾
¾
¾
¾

¾
¾

¾
¾
¾
¾
¾

Aggressively enforce HAMP guidelines through serious penalties and sanctions
for noncompliance.
Create an independent, formal appeals process for homeowners.
Evaluate all borrowers for HAMP, 2MP, and HAFA or other sustainable
proprietary solutions before proceeding with foreclosure.
To ensure that loan modifications are sustainable, require servicers to reduce
principal whenever the alternative waterfall yields a positive net present value
(NPV) or at least to disclose the positive NPV to investors, require servicers to
reduce principal on second liens proportional to any reduction of principal undertaken
with respect to the first lien, and require servicers to reduce principal appropriately
when the underlying mortgage exhibits predatory characteristics.
Increase the mandatory forbearance period for unemployed homeowners to six
months and reinstitute the counting of unemployment benefits as income.
Mandate automatic conversions of successful trial modifications and reimburse
homeowners who pay their trial modifications but are not converted for any
interest and fees paid during that period.
Require servicers to provide the homeowner with the relevant written documentation
any time a modification is denied due to investor restrictions.
Share loan-level data with the public to ensure that everyone has access to the
most complete source of data on foreclosure prevention.
Permit homeowners who experience additional hardship to be eligible for a new
HAMP review and modification.
Mandate an additional 30 days after HAMP denial to apply for Hardest Hit
Program monies and HAMP reconsideration if the HHP application is approved.
Clarify existing guidelines to streamline the process and carry out the intention of
the program.
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Recommendations for States
¾
¾

State legislatures should mandate loss mitigation prior to foreclosure.
States should exercise their supervisory and enforcement authority over servicers
doing business in their jurisdiction.

II.
Background: The foreclosure crisis has impacted tens of millions of people
directly or through spillover effects, with a particularly severe impact on minority
communities, and mortgage servicers have routinely engaged in careless, predatory
and illegal practices.
A.
The foreclosure crisis impacts millions of people, both directly and
through spillover effects.
With one in seven borrowers delinquent on their mortgage or already in foreclosure6 and
nearly one in four mortgages underwater,7 continued weakness in the housing sector is
already impairing economic recovery and hampering efforts to create jobs and reduce
unemployment. According to industry analysts, the total number of foreclosures by the
time this crisis abates could be anywhere between 8 and 13 million.8 A recent study by
CRL estimated that 2.5 million foreclosure sales were completed between 2007 and 2009
alone, while another 5.7 million borrowers are at imminent risk of foreclosure9
Beyond the impact of the foreclosures on the families losing their homes, foreclosure
“spillover” costs to neighbors and communities are massive. Tens of millions of
households where the owners have paid their mortgages on time every month are
suffering a decrease in their property values that amounts to hundreds of billions of
dollars in lost wealth just because they are located near a property in foreclosure.
Depending upon the geography and time period, the estimated impact of each foreclosure
ranges from 0.6 percent to 1.6 percent in lost value to nearby homes. CRL estimates that
the foreclosures projected to occur between 2009 and 2012 will result in $1.86 trillion in
lost wealth, which represents an average loss of over $20,000 for each of the 91.5 million
houses affected.10 These losses are on top of the overall loss in property value due to
overall housing price declines.11
Furthermore, since African-American and Latino borrowers have disproportionately been
impacted by foreclosures, these spillover costs will disproportionately be borne by
communities of color. CRL has estimated that African-American and Latino
communities will lose over $360 billion dollars in wealth as a result of this spillover cost.
In addition, foreclosures cost states and localities enormous sums of money in lost tax
revenue and increased costs for fire, police, and other services because vacant homes
attract crime, arson, and squatters. As property values decline further, more foreclosures
occur, which only drives values down still more. The Urban Institute estimates that a
single foreclosure results in an average of $19,229 in direct costs to the local
government.12
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The crisis also severely impacts tenants in rental housing. According to the National
Low-Income Housing Coalition, a fifth of single-family (1-4 unit) properties in
foreclosure were rental properties and as many as 40 percent of families affected by
foreclosure are tenants.13 While tenants now have some legal protection against
immediate eviction,14 most of them will ultimately be forced to leave their homes.15
Furthermore, a great deal of housing stock is now owned by the banks rather than by new
owners. Banks are not in the business of renting homes and are not well suited to carry
out the duties required of a landlord.
Compounding the problem of renters losing homes to foreclosures is the impact that the
crisis has on other sources of affordable housing. A policy brief from the Joint Center for
Housing Studies reports that dramatic changes at Freddie Mac and Fannie Mae and
coincident changes in credit markets have disrupted and increased the cost of funding for
the continued development of multi-family (5+ units) properties, despite the fact that
underwriting and performance has fared better in this segment than in single-family
housing.16 As a result, even though a general over-supply of single-family housing
persists, the deficit in the long-term supply of affordable rental housing is at risk of
increasing.17
B.

Toxic loan products lie at the heart of the mortgage meltdown.

In response to the foreclosure crisis, many in the mortgage industry have evaded
responsibility and fended off government efforts to intervene by blaming homeowners for
mortgage failures, saying that lower-income borrowers were not ready for
homeownership or that government homeownership policies dictated the writing of risky
loans.18 This argument is both insulting and wrong. Empirical research shows that the
elevated risk of foreclosure was an inherent feature of the defective nonprime and exotic
loan products that produced this crisis, and that these same borrowers could easily have
qualified for far less risky mortgages that complied with all relevant government policies
and regulations.
A number of studies demonstrate that loan performance and loan quality are strongly
related. For example, Vertical Capital Solutions found that the least risky loans19
significantly outperformed riskier mortgages during every year that was studied (20022008), regardless of the prevailing economic conditions and in every one of the top 25
metropolitan statistical areas.20 That study also confirmed that loan originators frequently
steered customers to loans with higher interest rates than the rates for which they
qualified and loans loaded with risky features, and that 30 percent of the borrowers in the
sample (which included all types of loans and borrowers) could have qualified for a safer
loan. The Wall Street Journal commissioned a similar study that found 61 percent of
subprime loans originated in 2006 “went to people with credit scores high enough to
often qualify for conventional [i.e., prime] loans with far better terms.”21
Even applicants who did not qualify for prime loans could have received sustainable,
thirty-year, fixed-rate subprime loans for—at most—half to eight tenths of a percent
above the initial rate on the risky ARM loans they were given.22
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CRL’s own research has demonstrated that common subprime loans with terms such as
adjustable rates with steep built-in payment increases and lengthy and expensive
prepayment penalties presented an elevated risk of foreclosure even after accounting for
differences in borrowers’ credit scores.23 A complementary 2008 study from the
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill supports the conclusion that risk was inherent
in the structure of the loans themselves.24 In this study, the authors found a cumulative
default rate for recent borrowers with subprime loans to be more than three times that of
comparable borrowers with lower-rate loans. Furthermore, the authors found that
adjustable interest rates, prepayment penalties, and mortgages sold by brokers were all
associated with higher loan defaults. In fact, when risky features were layered into the
same loan, the resulting risk of default for a subprime borrower was four to five times
higher than for a comparable borrower with the lower- and fixed-rate mortgage from a
retail lender.
Finally, CRL conducted a more targeted study to focus on the cost differences between
loans originated by independent mortgage brokers and those originated by retail lenders.
In that study, we found that for subprime borrowers, broker-originated loans were
consistently far more expensive than retail-originated loans, with additional interest
payments ranging from $17,000 to $43,000 per $100,000 borrowed over the scheduled
life of the loan. 25 Even in the first four years of a mortgage, a typical subprime borrower
who used a broker paid $5,222 more than a borrower with similar creditworthiness who
received a loan directly from a lender.26 The data overwhelmingly supports that
irresponsible lending and toxic loan products lie at the heart of the crisis.
C.
Minority families and communities of color bear a disproportionate
burden of the foreclosure crisis.
It is well documented that African-American and Latino families disproportionately
received the most expensive and dangerous types of loans during the heyday of the
subprime market.27 New CRL research released this summer shows that, not
surprisingly, minorities are now disproportionately experiencing foreclosure.
In June, our report entitled “Foreclosures by Race and Ethnicity: The Demographics of a
Crisis” shows that African-Americans and Latinos have experienced completed
foreclosures at much higher rates than whites, even after controlling for income.28 While
an estimated 56% involved a white family, when looking at rates within racial and ethnic
groups, nearly 8% of both African-Americans and Latinos have already lost a home,
compared to 4.5% of white borrowers. We estimate that, among homeowners in 2006,
17% of Latino and 11% of African-American homeowners have lost or are at imminent
risk of losing their home, compared with 7% of non-Hispanic white homeowners. The
losses extend beyond families who lose their home: From 2009 to 2012, those living near
a foreclosed property in African American and Latino communities will have seen their
home values drop more than $350 billion.
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Another CRL report issued in August, “Dreams Deferred: Impacts and Characteristics of
the California Foreclosure Crisis,” shows that more than half of all foreclosures in that
state involved Latinos and African Americans.29 Contrary to the popular narrative, most
homes lost were not sprawling "McMansions," but rather modest properties that typically
were valued significantly below area median values when the home loan was made.
The impact of this crisis on families and communities of color is devastating.
Homeownership is the primary source of family wealth in this country, and people often
tap home equity to start a new business, pay for higher education and secure a
comfortable retirement. In addition, home equity provides a financial cushion against
unexpected financial hardships, such as job loss, divorce or medical expenses. Perhaps
most important, homeownership is the primary means by which wealth is transferred
from one generation to the next, which enables the younger generation to advance further
than the previous one. Minority families already have much lower levels of wealth than
white families, and therefore this crisis is not only threatening the financial stability and
mobility of individual families, but it is also exacerbating an already enormous wealth
gap between whites and communities of color.30
D.

Unemployment is exacerbating the crisis but didn't cause it.

High unemployment did not cause the foreclosure crisis, but because of the crash of the
housing market, unemployment is now far more likely to trigger mortgage default than in
the past, largely due to widespread negative equity. In past recessions, homeownership
served as a buffer against income interruptions because homeowners facing
unemployment could sell their homes or tap into their home equity to tide them over.
Today, selling homes is difficult to impossible in many markets, and even when sales
take place, the seller sees no net proceeds from the sale. Figure 1 below shows that
during previous periods of very high unemployment, foreclosure numbers remained
essentially flat. Delinquency levels did rise somewhat, but they rose far less than they
have risen during the recent crisis.31 Other research confirms that the risk of default due
to unemployment rises when homeowners are underwater on their mortgage.32
And why are so many homeowners underwater? It is because the glut of toxic mortgages
contributed to inflating the housing bubble and then led to the bursting of the bubble,
followed by a self-reinforcing downward spiral of home prices.
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Figure 1: Historical relationship of unemployment and foreclosure rate

Sources: MBA National Delinquency Survey, Bureau of Labor Statistics.

E.

Foreclosures continue to outstrip loan modifications.

Despite both HAMP and proprietary modifications, the number of homeowners in need
of assistance continues to overwhelm the number of borrowers who have received a
permanent loan modification by ten to one (see Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Demand for Relief Continues to Outpace Loan Modifications
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About 4.6 million mortgages are in foreclosure or 90 days or more delinquent as of June
30.33 New foreclosure starts were over 225,000 per month in July and August, having
fallen below 200,000 in each of the previous three months. There were roughly 33,000
permanent HAMP modifications in August and 116,000 proprietary modifications.34
According to the State Foreclosure Prevention Working Group, more than 60% of
homeowners with serious delinquent loans are still not involved in any loss mitigation
activity.35
F.
Mortgage servicers engage in a range of predatory and illegal
practices both in the foreclosure process and leading up to foreclosure.
For at least a decade, community-based organizations, housing counselors and advocates
nationwide have documented a pattern of shoddy, abusive and illegal practices by
mortgage servicers whose staff are trained for collection activities rather than loss
mitigation, whose infrastructure cannot handle the volume and intensity of demand, and
whose business records are a mess.36
The most egregious of these abuses include:
¾ misapplication of borrower payments, which results in inappropriate and
unauthorized late fees and other charges, as well as misuse of borrower funds
improperly placed in “suspense” accounts to create income for servicers.
¾ force-placing very expensive hazard insurance and charging the borrower’s
account when the borrower’s hazard insurance has not lapsed, often driving an
otherwise current borrower into delinquency and even foreclosure.
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¾ charging unlawful default- and delinquency-related fees for property monitoring
and broker price opinions.
¾ failing or refusing to provide payoff quotations to borrowers, preventing
refinancings and short sales.
¾ improperly managing borrower accounts for real estate tax and insurance escrows,
including failure to timely disburse payments for insurance and taxes, causing
cancellation and then improper force-placing of insurance as well as tax
delinquencies and tax sales.
¾ abuses in the default and delinquency process, including failing to properly send
notices of default, prematurely initiating foreclosures during right to cure periods
and immediately following transfer from another servicer and without proper
notices to borrowers, initiating foreclosure when borrower is not in default or
when borrower has cured the default by paying the required amount, and failing to
adhere to loss mitigation requirements of investors.
These practices have become so ingrained in the servicing culture that they are now
endemic in the industry. The harm to which borrowers have been subjected as a result of
these abuses cannot be overstated. Numerous homeowners are burdened with
unsupported and inflated mortgage balances and have been subjected to unnecessary
defaults and wrongful foreclosures even when they are not delinquent. Countless
families have been removed from their homes despite the absence of a valid claim that
their mortgage was in arrears.
Perverse financial incentives in pooling and servicing contracts explain why servicers
press forward with foreclosures when other solutions are more advantageous to both
homeowner and investor. For example, servicers are entitled to charge and collect a
variety of fees after the homeowner goes into default and can recover the full amount of
those fees off the top of the foreclosure proceeds.37 The problem of misaligned
incentives is compounded by a lack of adequate resources, management, and quality
control.
What's more, recent legal proceedings have uncovered the servicing industry’s stunning
disregard of basic due process requirements.38 Numerous servicers have engaged in
widespread fraud in pursuing foreclosures through the courts and, in non-judicial
foreclosure states, through power of sale clauses. It is becoming more and more apparent
that servicers falsify court documents not just to save time and money, but because they
simply have not kept the accurate records of ownership, payments and escrow accounts
that would enable them to proceed legally. The public is also now learning what
foreclosure defense attorneys have asserted for years: the ownership of potentially
millions of mortgages is in question due to "innovations" and short-cuts designed to
speed the mortgage securitization process.39
As noted above, the illegal practices of servicers during the foreclosure process are not
simply a technical problem. Due process when taking private property is a cornerstone of
our legal system, and case after case reveals that this is not just a question of dotting the
I’s and crossing the T’s, but of unnecessary and even wrongful foreclosures. The rules
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that the banks have broken in their rush to foreclose were put in place specifically to give
people a fair chance to save their homes, and without them, homeowners are powerless to
save their homes.
III.
It is time for a comprehensive approach to foreclosure prevention that uses
all the tools in the toolbox.
A.
Congress can pass legislation that would meaningfully realign
incentives among servicers, investors, and homeowners.
1.
Change the bankruptcy code to permit modifications of
mortgages on principal residences.
Our country’s well established system for handling problems related to consumer debt is
bankruptcy court. The availability of this remedy is so crucial for both creditors and
debtors that the Framers established it in the Constitution, and the first bankruptcy
legislation passed in 1800. Today, bankruptcy judges restructure debt for corporations
and individuals alike.
Shockingly, however, when it comes to the family home -- the primary asset for most
people in our country -- these experienced judges are powerless: current law makes a
mortgage on a primary residence the only debt that bankruptcy courts are not permitted to
modify in Chapter 13 payment plans. Owners of vacation homes, commercial real estate
and yachts can have their mortgage modified in bankruptcy court (and the peddlers of
predatory mortgages such as New Century or over-leveraged investment banks like
Lehman Bros. can have all their debt restructured) but an individual homeowner is left
without remedy.
Addressing this legal anomaly would solve almost in one fell swoop a range of problems
that have beset efforts to combat foreclosures. First and foremost, bankruptcy does not
leave foreclosure prevention to the voluntary efforts of servicers. Instead, a trusted third
party can examine documents, review accounting records, and ensure that both the
mortgagor and mortgagee are putting all their cards on the table. Moreover, the
homeowner is the one who controls when this remedy is sought, rather than the servicer.
Second, in bankruptcy, the judge can reduce the level of the mortgage to the current
market value of the property. This stripdown (some call it cramdown), or principal
reduction, can help put homeowners in a position to begin to accumulate equity on their
home again, thereby shielding them against future income shocks and increasing their
incentive to make regular mortgage payments.
Third, a bankruptcy judge has the power to deal with the full debt picture of the
homeowner, including any junior liens on the family home and other consumer debt such
as medical bills, credit cards, or student loans. Second liens have proven to be one of the
most vexing problems facing many foreclosure prevention efforts, and high consumer
debt can threaten the sustainability of any mortgage modification made in a vacuum.40
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Fourth, bankruptcy addresses “moral hazard” objections, meaning the concern that people
will want relief even when they don't need or deserve it. Filing a Chapter 13 claim is an
onerous process that a person would rarely undertake lightly. Any relief from debt comes
at a substantial cost to the homeowner -- including marring the homeowner’s credit report
for years to come and subjecting the homeowner’s personal finances to strict court
scrutiny.
Fifth, the availability of this remedy would in large part be the very reason why it would
not need to be used very often. Once mortgages were being restructured regularly in
bankruptcy court, a "template" would emerge as it has with other debts, and servicers
would know what they could expect in court, making it much more likely that servicers
would modify the mortgages themselves to avoid being under the control of the court.
Similarly, the fact that a homeowner had the power to seek bankruptcy would serve as the
now-missing stick to the financial incentive carrots provided by other foreclosure
prevention programs.
Permitting judges to modify mortgages on principal residences, which carries zero cost to
the U.S. taxpayer, could potentially help more than a million families stuck in bad loans
keep their homes.41 As foreclosures continue to worsen, more and more analysts and
interested parties are realizing the many benefits this legislation could have.42 Recently,
the Federal Reserve Bank of Cleveland published an analysis of using bankruptcy courts
to address the farm foreclosure crisis of the 1980s, concluding that using bankruptcy to
address that crisis did not have a negative impact on availability or cost of credit.43
2.

Mandate loss mitigation prior to foreclosure.

Congress has the power to require that all servicers, industry-wide, must engage in loss
mitigation, and that the failure to do so is a defense to foreclosure. For many servicers,
only a legal requirement will cause them to build the systemic safeguards necessary to
ensure that such evaluations occur.
Almost two years ago now, Chairman Waters introduced legislation that would require
loss mitigation.44 This legislation also would have addressed many of the other shoddy
servicing practices that have resulted in the problems we see today. We strongly suggest
that this legislation be updated to reflect current understandings of the issues and be
reintroduced in the 112th Congress.
3.
Level the playing field in court by funding legal assistance for
homeowners.
All banks and servicers are represented by attorneys, but most homeowners in default or
foreclosure cannot afford an attorney. Housing counselors can help people with their
mortgages, but only attorneys can contest foreclosures in court. Programs offering free
legal assistance can play an integral role in foreclosure prevention, including:
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¾ identifying violations of mortgage lending laws and laws related to the
foreclosure process.
¾ assisting with loan modification applications and the modification process.
¾ advising homeowners on existing bankruptcy options.
¾ helping homeowners seek alternatives to foreclosure.
¾ defending tenants who are being forced out following foreclosure.
¾ educating homeowners and tenants about the foreclosure process and legal rights.
Recognizing the importance of borrower representation, the Dodd-Frank Act authorized
$35 million to establish a Foreclosure Legal Assistance Program through HUD that
would direct funding to legal assistance programs in the 125 hardest hit metropolitan
areas. Unfortunately, that money has not yet been appropriated.
As the foreclosure crisis continues unabated, other funding for foreclosure legal
assistance is drying up. State-administered Interest on Lawyer Trust Account (IOLTA)
revenue, a major source of funding for legal aid programs, has declined 75 percent due to
interest rate decreases. State budget crises have forced the slashing of legislative
appropriations that fund legal aid. Another major private source of funding for antiforeclosure work, a grant program run by the Institute for Foreclosure Legal Assistance
(IFLA), has already made the last grants it can make under current funding and will end
in 2011.45
Without additional funding, the attorneys who have developed expertise in this area may
well lose their jobs, and legal aid groups will not be able to keep pace with the spike in
foreclosure-related needs. Already, legal aid programs turn away hundreds of cases. For
these reasons, it is crucial to fund the $35 million Foreclosure Legal Assistance Program
authorized by the Dodd-Frank Act.
Congress also should clarify that foreclosure prevention funds allocated under TARP and
being used in the HAMP and Hardest Hit Programs can be used for legal assistance when
appropriate.46 We know now that there are many types of servicing abuses that cannot be
handled by a housing counselor alone.
4.
Ensure that homeowners receiving mortgage debt forgiveness
or modifications do not find their new financial security undermined
by a burdensome tax bill.
Even principal forgiveness or the most carefully structured loan modifications can be
seriously undermined if struggling homeowners must treat the forgiven mortgage debt as
taxable income. Solving this tax problem has been flagged as a priority by the IRS’s
Office of the National Taxpayer Advocate.47
When lenders forgive any mortgage debt, whether in the context of a short sale, a deedin-lieu-of-foreclosure, foreclosure, or principal reduction in a loan modification, that
amount of forgiven debt is considered income to the homeowner and tax must therefore
be paid on it unless the homeowner qualifies for some kind of exclusion to that tax. In
2007, Congress passed the Mortgage Forgiveness Debt Relief Act of 2007 to prevent
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adverse tax consequences to homeowners in trouble. After passage of this bill, most
policymakers considered the problem to have been solved.
Unfortunately, many homeowners are not covered by that legislation because they took
cash out of their home during a refinancing to make home repairs, pay for the
refinancing, or consolidate other debt.48 Moreover, even those homeowners already fully
covered by the Mortgage Forgiveness Debt Relief Act often fail to take advantage of this
exclusion because it is complicated and they do not understand the need to do so to avoid
owing additional taxes. 49The National Taxpayer Advocate reports that in 2007, less than
one percent of electronic filers eligible for the exclusion claimed it.50 If the definition of
qualified mortgage debt is expanded, the IRS can take steps through its tax forms to
simplify the process for taxpayers claiming the mortgage debt exclusion.
Finally, while the sunset date on this legislation was already extended through 2012, it
needs to be extended further, and preferably made permanent, since this particular part of
the tax code was originally aimed at corporate deals (where the vast majority of the
related tax revenues are generated) rather than at individual consumer debt issues.
B.
Federal agencies have significant authority that should be employed
to help fight foreclosures.
There are a number of federal regulatory agencies with authority to help fight
foreclosures. In a later section, we will provide extensive recommendations for
improvements that Treasury can make to HAMP. In this section, we provide other
suggestions.
1.
The federal prudential banking regulators should immediately
focus on the servicing operations of their supervisees.
Federal supervisory banking regulators should use their examination authority and
supervisory authority to focus on the servicing operations of their supervisees, with a
focus on the legality and propriety of accounting inaccuracies, inappropriate fees and
charges, failure to comply with loss mitigation requirements, and other problems
identified in this testimony. The methodology and results of these investigations should
be made available to the public as extensively as possible. To the extent that problems
are found, the regulators should move to correct them quickly and thoroughly through an
open and transparent process, and when necessary, referrals should be made to the
appropriate enforcement authorities.
2.
The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau should make
regulating servicers one of its first priorities.
The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB) is ideally positioned to provide
consumers with a strong voice in the foreclosure fight -- a voice that has largely been
absent in the regulatory structure and executive branch. The CFPB already has
concurrent supervision authority with federal banking regulators over large banks to
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examine them for compliance and to assess risks to consumers and markets.51 Right now,
the nation's three largest banks (Bank of America, Wells Fargo, and JP Morgan Chase)
account for approximately 50% of all mortgage servicing, so exercising this supervisory
function with respect to the operations of these banks can begin immediately. Banks
should be examined for compliance with all relevant laws and regulations as well as
adherence to the provisions of contracts with investors and government agencies such as
FHA and VA.
Moreover, as of July 2011, the CFPB will acquire rule-making authority to prevent
abusive, unfair, deceptive and harmful acts and practices and to ensure fair and equal
access to products and services that promote financial stability and asset-building on a
market-wide basis. For an example of useful rules, the CFPB can look to what some
states have already done.52 It will also have strong enforcement tools, and the States will
have concurrent authority to enforce the rules against violators in their jurisdictions. The
CFPB should begin now to prepare to use its authority and tools to prevent predatory
servicing practices.
Finally, apart from specific regulatory authority, as the voice of consumers in the
regulatory structure, the CFPB can help to educate both policymakers and the public
about this issue and thereby to help ensure that proposed solutions are as responsive to
consumer interests as they are to bank interests.
3.
Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac should serve as models to the
industry.
Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac (the GSEs), now in conservatorship and supported by
taxpayers, should serve as a model for how to prevent unnecessary foreclosures. While it
has been a GSE priority to ensure that foreclosures proceed in a timely way, it is
important that the desire to avoid delay does not prevent their servicers and attorneys
from scrupulously adhering to all laws and guidelines, particularly those regarding loss
mitigation reviews. In playing this important role, we recommend that the FHFA revisit
its decision not to reduce principal on mortgage loans. Permitting modifications that
produce both a positive net present value and a more sustainable loan modification will
have a long-term, beneficial impact that needs to be weighed fairly against short-term
profitability concerns.
4.
HUD, VA, and other government housing programs should
enforce their servicing rules, especially those related to mandatory
loss mitigation.
FHA, VA, and other government-insured housing finance programs should ensure that
their servicers are conducting the required loss mitigation reviews and following all
relevant laws and guidelines. In a recent press conference, HUD Secretary Shaun
Donovan admitted that an internal HUD investigation indicated that FHA servicers were
not always conducting the loss mitigation reviews required by FHA. In addition to
recommending that HUD terminate contracts with servicers that are not adhering to the
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provisions of those contracts, we recommend that HUD release public information
concerning the loss mitigation track records of its servicers.
C.
The Treasury Department should continue to improve HAMP and its
associated programs.
As of September, approximately 470,000 homeowners had received and were still active
in a permanent modification.53 While saving almost a half million homes is a significant
accomplishment, it falls far short of the original estimate that HAMP would assist 3-4
million borrowers.54 The number of new trial modifications also has dropped
significantly since HAMP changed its guidelines to require up-front underwriting of the
modifications, and the number of conversions to permanent modifications is also
declining, with fewer than 28,000 permanent modifications made in September. Given
that trajectory, it seems unlikely that the total number of permanent modifications by the
end of 2012 will exceed one million.55
Part of the reason for the lack of HAMP permanent modifications is the fact that the vast
majority of modifications continue to be made outside of HAMP. As of August of this
year, only 470,000 permanent modifications were made through HAMP, compared to 3.2
million proprietary modifications.56 Servicers routinely ask borrowers to waive their
right to a HAMP modification.57 Sometimes, servicers transfer their accounts to other
entities that are not bound by the HAMP contract with Treasury. While we do not know
all the reasons why this happens, some possibilities are: (1) servicers profit more from the
proprietary modifications because the HAMP incentives are insufficient to overcome
other financial incentives; (2) the design of the HAMP program does not fit the majority
of borrowers; (3) servicers do not want to fill out the detailed reports required by HAMP;
or (4) servicers wish to avoid oversight. Whatever the reason, the lack of transparency
about proprietary modifications makes it very difficult to compare them with HAMP
modifications or to analyze their ultimate suitability for borrowers.
Similarly, the fact that servicers have violated HAMP guidelines and have resisted any
kind of independent appeals process has resulted in the widespread negative experience
that so many homeowners and their advocates have had with the program. For a whole
range of reasons ranging from lack of capacity to conflicts of interest, mortgage servicers
in many cases fail to provide many homeowners with a HAMP review that is timely,
accurate, and adheres to HAMP guidelines. Stories abound of servicers who have had
stunningly bad experiences when servicers ignore HAMP guidelines.
Despite its shortcomings, however, HAMP remains the principal federal response to the
foreclosure problem, and without HAMP, homeowners would be even worse off than
they are now. We make the following recommendations to refine HAMP's design and
improve its performance.
1. Aggressively enforce HAMP guidelines through serious penalties
and sanctions for noncompliance.
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Over its year and a half of operations, Treasury has improved the HAMP program in a
number of ways in response to concerns expressed by homeowners, advocates, and
servicers. Unfortunately, servicers do not always comply with all the HAMP guidelines.
Although we are told that errors are corrected when they are found during the Freddie
Mac compliance process, the continuous flow of reports to the contrary from advocates
and the press illustrates that many guidelines are being evaded or ignored.
We recommend that Treasury develop a clear, impartial system of penalties and sanctions
for failure to comply with HAMP guidelines. Some HAMP guidelines are more crucial
than others (see, for example, the section below on foreclosure stops), and violation of
those guidelines should result in stiffer penalties. In addition, Treasury should release
full information on the compliance records of each servicer, along with the number of
corrective actions that have been taken, and develop a system for logging and
investigating complaints from advocates about noncompliance with HAMP guidelines.
2. Create an independent, formal appeals process for homeowners
who believe their HAMP denial was incorrect or who cannot get an
answer from their servicer.
When a borrower is rejected for a HAMP modification, that borrower should have access
to an independent appeals process where someone who does not work for the servicer can
review and evaluate the situation. The existing HAMP escalation procedures are
inadequate. (Freddie Mac does conduct compliance reviews and will require a servicer to
fix any errors it finds, but this process cannot be triggered by request of an individual
homeowner.) Since HAMP changed its procedures in January 2010 to require that
servicers send letters with reasons for denial, and even more so as HAMP implements the
directive contained in the Dodd-Frank Act that servicers disclosure the inputs used to
make those decisions, homeowners have increased access to information about their
denial, but they still have no way to make a change if that information indicates their
denial to be in error.
We recommend that the Treasury establish an Office of the Homeowner Advocate to
serve an appeals and ombudsman role within the program, along the lines of the National
Taxpayer Advocate. There is legislation currently pending that would establish such an
office, although it is unlikely to pass during the 111th Congress (this idea did already
succeed in a Senate floor vote with bipartisan support when it was offered as an
amendment to another bill, the initial underlying legislation failed.58 For states or
localities that have foreclosure mediation programs, those programs could also be used to
handle this type of appeal.
3. Review all borrowers for HAMP, 2MP, and HAFA eligibility or
other sustainable proprietary solutions before proceeding with
foreclosure.
Prior to June 2010, servicers routinely pursued HAMP evaluations and foreclosures
simultaneously. Homeowners trapped in those parallel tracks received a confusing mix
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of communications, including calls and letters concerning evaluation for a modification,
and other formal notifications warning of an impending foreclosure sale. These mixed
messages contributed to the failure of some borrowers to send in all their documentation,
the early re-default of many trial modifications, and the difficulty servicers have reaching
certain borrowers.
Although HAMP guidelines prohibited the actual foreclosure sale from taking place prior
to a HAMP evaluation, sales were taking place anyway because the foreclosure
proceedings are handled by outside law firms and communications between servicers and
foreclosure attorneys regarding HAMP are extremely minimal.59 Adding insult to injury,
when continuing the foreclosure process during HAMP evaluation servicers’ lawyers
were billing thousands of dollars in attorneys fees that the homeowners were then
expected to pay.
With Supplemental Directive 10-02, Treasury directed that for all new applicants,
servicers were supposed to complete the HAMP review prior to referring the case to
foreclosure. Furthermore, if an applicant was already in foreclosure, services were to
stop additional steps toward a foreclosure once that borrower was in a verified trial
modification.
Not surprisingly, despite Supp. Dir. 10-02, advocates are still routinely seeing
homeowners placed into the foreclosure process even when they have not yet had their
HAMP review. In some cases, this is because the homeowner did not qualify for the
“foreclosure stop”; in other cases, servicers simply are not complying with the guidelines;
in still other cases, the rules are ambiguous. For example, while servicers may not refer a
case to a foreclosure attorney before the review, in a non-judicial state, it may not be
clear that the foreclosure cannot actually be filed.
Foreclosures and foreclosure sales prior to HAMP evaluation are perhaps the biggest
reason for the public’s loss of confidence in the program. We recommend that when a
borrower applies for HAMP,60 the servicer should stop all foreclosure referrals, filings, or
any actions to advance any goal other than HAMP review. As noted in Recommendation
#1 above, when a servicer is found to proceed with a foreclosure prior to evaluation, strict
penalties should ensue swiftly.
4. To ensure that loan modifications are sustainable, require
servicers to reduce principal whenever the alternative waterfall yields
a positive NPV or at least to disclose the positive NPV to investors,
require servicers to reduce principal on second liens proportional to any
reduction of principal undertaken with respect to the first lien, and
require servicers to reduce principal appropriately when the underlying
mortgage exhibits predatory characteristics.
Millions of Americans now owe more on their mortgages than their homes are worth.
While the overall number of mortgages underwater is estimated to be almost one in
four,61 this ratio is far higher for homeowners who are having trouble affording their
mortgage, and the average HAMP borrower owes $1.14 for ever $1.00 the house is
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worth.62 Homeowners who are underwater have no cushion to absorb future financial
shocks, and they have fewer incentives to sacrifice to stay in the home or to make
ongoing investments in maintenance.63 For these homeowners, even the reduction of
monthly payments to an affordable level does not fully solve the problem. As a result, a
homeowner’s equity position has emerged as a key predictor of loan modification
redefault.64
Many stakeholders believe that principal reduction is ultimately the only way to help the
housing market reach equilibrium and begin to recover.65 However, even as loan
modification activity has ramped up in the overall market, principal reduction has
remained relatively rare. One context in which it occurs is in portfolio loans with no
second liens, which suggests that banks understand the usefulness of principal reduction
but that for securitized loans, there is a conflict of interest between the banks that own the
second liens (and who also own the servicers) and the investors who do not want to agree
to a write-down on the first lien unless the second lienholder does the same.
In recognition of these realities, HAMP has initiated two programs: the "alternative
waterfall" principal reduction program, and 2MP, the second lien program.
Unfortunately, although HAMP offers generous financial incentives to cover the writedown, HAMP does not require servicers to engage in principal reduction even when it's
in the best interests of the investor.66
Since the alternative waterfall program just began this month, we do not yet know how it
will work. It is likely that the only way principal reduction is ever going to happen on a
widespread basis is if it is required. Similarly, although 2MP has existed for over a year
and although all four major banks have signed up, it is unclear why that program has only
been used 21 times to date.67 For this reason, HAMP should either require the writedowns or require the servicers to disclose the results of the positive NPV calculations to
the investor.
Finally, HAMP should provide a commensurate reduction in principal for loans that
exhibit predatory characteristics, such as 2/28s, 3/27s, and non-traditional loans such as
interest-only or negatively amortizing loans not underwritten to the fully indexed rate or
fully amortizing payment.
5. Increase the mandatory forbearance period for unemployed
homeowners to six months and reinstitute the counting of
unemployment benefits as income.
Another attempted improvement to HAMP this year was the establishment of a
forbearance program for homeowners who lose their job (UP). Under UP, unemployed
homeowners get at least three months (more if the servicer chooses) of reduced payments
that will end when the homeowner becomes reemployed.
Unfortunately, this program does not adequately address the issue of unemployed
homeowners. First, servicers were already doing a lot of three-month forbearances on
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their own. The problem is that most homeowners need longer than three months, as the
average length of unemployment during this downturn is well over six months.68 Second,
when UP was announced, the HAMP guidelines changed so that unemployment income
was no longer counted as "income" for a HAMP modification, even if it was guaranteed
for at least nine months. Many families have sufficient income in addition to
unemployment benefits to qualify for HAMP, and generally they would be better served
by a HAMP modification than by a temporary forbearance.
Finally, HAMP should clarify the relationship between UP, HHF, and the new HUD
bridge loan program.
6. Mandate automatic conversions of successful trial modifications
and reimburse homeowners who pay their trial modifications but are
not converted for any interest and fees paid during that period.
First, for borrowers who entered into verified income trial modifications, servicer delays
in converting trial modifications to permanent modifications are simply unacceptable.
They increase costs to homeowners and create significant periods of uncertainty. There
is no reason why trial modifications should not automatically convert to permanent
modifications if the borrower makes three timely trial modification payments.
Second, homeowners who have received a stated income trial modification in good faith,
have made all their trial payments in a timely way, but have been denied a permanent
modification should not end up financially worse off than they were before the trial
modification. Currently, however, they often do end up worse off. Throughout the entire
period, which is usually longer than three months since servicers are so backed up, these
borrowers who are doing everything that is asked of them continue to be reported to
credit bureaus as delinquent on their mortgage. Moreover, since the trial modification
payments are by definition less than the full contract payment under the mortgage and the
terms of the mortgage are not altered during the trial modification, homeowners finish a
trial modification owing more on their homes than when they started. We have seen
servicers use these arrears, accumulated during the trial modification, as the basis for
initiating an immediate foreclosure against a homeowner, post-trial modification.
Homeowners who pay their trial modification payments but are not converted should be
given an opportunity to pay back the arrears through regular monthly installments rather
than a lump sum payment. Furthermore, the borrower should have the choice to have the
arrears capitalized into the loan and the term extended so that their participation in
HAMP does not result in an increase in monthly payments (if the PSA prevents a term
extension, the amortization period should be extended). Finally, many homeowners end
up facing foreclosure solely on the basis of the arrears accumulated during a trial
modification. Such foreclosures should be prohibited.
7. Require servicers to provide the homeowner with the relevant
written documentation anytime a modification is denied to investor
restrictions.
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Servicers are required to provide a HAMP modification whenever the NPV is positive,
unless the Pooling and Servicing Agreement with the investor prohibits such a
modification and the servicer has sought a change in policy from the investor and the
investor has not agreed. When a servicer believes a PSA prevents an NPV-positive
modification, the servicer is supposed to contact the trustee and any other parties
authorized under the terms of the PSA to attempt to obtain a waiver. However, it appears
that many servicers are using “investor turndowns” as a reason not to do a modification
in violation of HAMP rules, in most cases because the contract does not actually prohibit
the modification and in some instances because the servicer has not requested a change in
policy from the investor.
Just last week, recognizing this problem, the Treasury Department changed its policy to
require servicers to provide basic information related to investor denials.69 While this is a
small step in the right direction, it is crucial that servicers provide the borrower with this
information directly, in hard copy form, as he or she is in the best position to act quickly
if there is a problem but may be unable to access online databases. To minimize
paperwork burden on servicers, we suggest that the servicer provide the borrower or the
borrower’s representative a photocopy of the limiting language in the PSA along with
information on how to electronic access to a complete and unaltered copy of the PSA,
and a copy of all correspondence with the lender and investors attempting to obtain
authority to perform a modification,
8. Share loan-level data with the public to ensure that everyone has
access to the most complete source of data on foreclosure prevention
publicly available.
The Treasury Department is collecting a broad range of data from servicers participating
in the HAMP program – more data than has ever been collected about the loan
modification process by any other public entity. This data can shed great light into how
the HAMP program is working: which borrowers are getting modifications and which
are not; the geography of modification activity; the types of modifications that are being
provided; and the patterns of re-defaults that are occurring. This data is crucial for those
working to develop more and better tools to fight foreclosures and prevent a repeat of this
crisis.
However, the Treasury Department has severely limited the data it has released. For over
a year, it has promised to release the loan-level data to the public, but whenever asked,
the promised date of release is pushed back. Treasury should release this data as soon as
possible in a raw, disaggregated form so that independent researchers and other interested
parties can analyze it themselves. If additional staffing is needed to scrub the data and
turn it around quickly, we urge Treasury to assign more people to the task.70
Finally, while this data must be purged of private information such as names and social
security numbers, some have suggested that race and ethnicity data not be released on a
servicer-by-servicer basis. Given the significant racial and ethnic inequities that have
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plagued the mortgage market, detailed demographic data for each servicer is of vital
importance to all stakeholders.
9. Permit homeowners who experience additional hardships to be
eligible for additional HAMP modifications.
Even after a homeowner is paying the monthly payments due under a HAMP loan
modification, life events may still occur that would once again disrupt these payments,
such as job loss, disability, or the death of a spouse. These subsequent, unpredictable
events, outside the control of the homeowner, should not result in foreclosure if a further
loan modification would save investors money and preserve homeownership.
Foreclosing on homes where homeowners have suffered an involuntary drop in income
without evaluating the feasibility of a further HAMP modification is punitive to
homeowners already suffering a loss and does not serve the interests of investors. Some
servicers provide some modifications upon re-default as part of their loss mitigation
program; this approach should be standard and should include continued eligibility for
HAMP modifications rather than only specific servicer or investor programs.
10. Mandate an additional 30 days after HAMP denial for the
borrower to apply for assistance through a state Hardest Hit Program
and then re-evaluate for HAMP if the application is approved.
Under Supplemental Directive 10-07, servicers may, but do not have to, provide
borrowers with an additional 30 days after denial for the borrower to apply for HHF and
see if the HHF program will get them to a HAMP-positive result. This additional time
period should be mandatory. Allowing servicer discretion will lead to inconsistency in
the program operation and denial of borrowers who could qualify for HAMP, and is at
odds with HAMP's apparent intention that servicers not be allowed to condition HAMP
application on HHF application.
Since borrowers can't know in advance if HHF funding will make the difference between
HAMP denial or acceptance and won't know if the servicer will give them a chance to
apply for HHF funding if they are denied for HAMP, borrowers will have to apply for
HHF funds, even if HAMP alone would do the trick. This will result in the use of HHF
funds to subsidize HAMP and diminish the impact of the additional HHF funds.
11. Clarify existing guidelines to streamline the process and carry out
the intention of the program
These additional issues require some measure of clarification or minor tweaking to
prevent abuses and problems:
¾

All servicers should accept the standard HAMP application and corrected
4506-T forms. Borrowers report that servicers reject HAMP applications if
borrowers submit a standard application form (RMA) instead of the servicer’s
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form, or return with corrections a 4506-T form completed by the servicer.
Servicers need additional guidance that submission of standard tax and HAMP
forms by borrowers is adequate for purposes of HAMP review and that servicers
may not deny review because a borrower has corrected misinformation on a
servicer form.
¾

Equity in a home should not preclude a HAMP modification. Servicers
routinely reject borrowers for HAMP who are in default because they have “too
much equity,” apparently relying on old guidelines to assess the availability of
refinancing. Explicit guidance should be provided to servicers to disregard the
amount of equity in a home when evaluating a borrower’s HAMP eligibility,
aside from its role in the NPV test.

¾

Non-borrower surviving spouses and those awarded the home in a divorce
decree should be eligible for a HAMP modification. In Sup. Dir. 09-01 and in
FAQ 2200, HAMP appears to permit non-borrower surviving spouses or those
who receive the property in a divorce decree although they are not borrowers to
obtain a loan modification. Servicers, however, continue to insist that an estate be
opened before dealing with the surviving spouse and often initiate foreclosure
proceedings instead of reviewing the surviving spouse for a HAMP loan
modification. Treasury should state directly that non-borrowers permitted under
the Garn-St Germain Act to assume the note are to be treated as eligible
borrowers for HAMP, provided they meet the other qualifications.

¾

Wholly owned subsidiaries should be covered under the servicer contracts.
Many large servicers operate multiple companies and divisions, often with similar
names, yet there is no easy way for homeowners to identify if these divisions are
participating. For example, the only Wells Fargo entity listed on the “Contact
Your Mortgage Servicer” page of the Making Home Affordable website is the
national bank, but most mortgage customers of Wells Fargo will deal with Wells
Fargo Home Mortgage, Wells Fargo Financial, or America’s Servicing.
Advocates continue to report confusion as to coverage, with subsidiaries
frequently denying that they are covered by a contract signed by the parent.

¾

Servicers should not be able to rescind permanent HAMP modifications.
Although HAMP trial modification contracts indicate that a homeowner can
obtain a permanent modification by making three trial modification payments,
servicers have been withdrawing trial modification offers, and, worse, cancelling
existing permanent modifications, citing investor restrictions and other issues that
should have been identified prior to these agreements. While servicers and others
have sought to describe these cancellations as clerical errors, they are breaches of
contract that epitomize the one-sided dynamic of HAMP modifications.

¾

Servicers should pre-sign permanent modification documents. After a
borrower successfully completes a trial modification, the servicer is required to
send permanent modification papers to the homeowner. Often, these papers are
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not pre-signed and such finalizing can often take months. Permanent
modifications would increase and the timeline would be shortened if servicers
were required to send pre-signed permanent modification agreements to the
homeowner. Further efficiency would be derived from the establishment of a
timeline for the sending and returning of permanent modification documents.
D.

States also should act to prevent servicing abuses and save homes.
1.
State legislatures should mandate loss mitigation prior to
foreclosure.

States are also in a strong position to prevent unnecessary foreclosures. Although
mandatory loss mitigation standards exist in many parts of the market now, lack of
enforcement has diminished their impact, and they are not industry-wide. By exercising
their control over the foreclosure process, states can require that servicers assess whether
foreclosure is in the financial interest of the investor before proceeding to foreclosure. A
mandatory loss mitigation standard will function as a low-cost, high-impact foreclosure
prevention tool that ensures foreclosure is a last resort.71
While states ideally would require servicers to perform a loss mitigation analysis prior to
filing for foreclosure, existing laws have incorporated elements of a mandatory loss
mitigation standard at other stages of the foreclosure process. Currently, loss mitigation
components exist in state foreclosure laws, either implicitly or explicitly, in the following
four places: (1) as a pre-condition to foreclosure filing; (2) as part of a foreclosure
mediation program; (3) as a pre-condition to foreclosure sale; and (4) as the basis for a
challenge post-foreclosure sale.
This range of approaches demonstrates the extent to which a loss mitigation standard can
be adapted to any foreclosure process. Because not all foreclosures are preventable, the
implementation of this standard will not limit the right of creditors to foreclose on a
property where appropriate, but would ensure that the foreclosure sale is a last resort after
all other foreclosure prevention strategies have been considered.
States can further promote transparency and accountability by combining a mandatory
loss mitigation standard with basic disclosures of the inputs used in the NPV calculation
and the results of the calculation, which can be contested by appeal.
To be most effective, a flexible mandatory loss mitigation standard should be combined
with:
¾

a requirement that the foreclosing party provide homeowners with a loss
mitigation application in tandem with any pre-foreclosure notice or preforeclosure communication;
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¾

a requirement that the foreclosing party submit an affidavit disclosing the specific
basis for the denial of a loan modification, including the inputs and outputs of any
loss mitigation calculations;

¾

a defense to foreclosure (or equivalent right in non-judicial foreclosure states)
based on failure of the foreclosing party to engage in a good faith review of
foreclosure alternatives; and

¾

public enforcement mechanisms to safeguard against systemic abuses.

¾

using existing or planned mediation programs as an appeal process when an
adverse loss mitigation determination is made.72

Finally, state authority to regulate and license mortgage servicers provides yet another
avenue through which States can promote servicer accountability and incorporate
mandatory loss mitigation. For example, New York recently enacted a strong set of rules
that will go a long way toward ending predatory servicing practices and ensuring that
homeowners do not lose their homes due to servicer failures.73 These rules are easily
replicable and provide a very useful set of tools for enforcement authorities and
advocates.
2.
States should exercise their supervisory and enforcement
authority over servicers doing business in their jurisdiction.
Where state banking agencies have examination and enforcement authority over servicers
operating in their jurisdiction, they, too, should focus on the legality, propriety, and
accuracy of accounting, inappropriate or unnecessary fees and charges, failure to comply
with loss mitigation requirements, and other problems identified in this testimony.
The recently announced investigation by the state attorneys general is one of the most
promising developments to date in the fight against foreclosures. We recommend that in
addition to any monetary damages, states seek injunctive relief to help promote
sustainable loan modifications and eliminate shoddy and illegal business and legal
practices.
Conclusion
Today’s foreclosure crisis is the worst housing downturn since the Great Depression.
The stakes are high. Not only have millions of families lost their homes, but the crisis is
responsible for close to two trillion dollars in additional lost wealth, cuts in municipal
services, shortages of affordable housing, and reduction of homeowner disposable
income. As foreclosures mount, these related costs will only grow worse.
Even under a best-case scenario, the current crisis will continue and fester if interventions
remain on the current narrow course. Unfortunately, there is no “silver bullet” strategy to
fix every mortgage or repair every foreclosure-ravaged neighborhood. To make a real
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difference in preventing foreclosures and reducing associated losses, we need a multipronged strategy that strengthens the way current foreclosure prevention programs are
implemented and also invests in new approaches.
As policymakers take actions to address the immediate crisis, it is our hope that they also
will be mindful of policy failures that enabled the situation. Economic cycles and
housing bubbles may always be with us, but the experience of recent years vividly shows
the value of sensible lending rules and basic consumer protections, even during economic
booms, to prevent another disaster in the future.
We appreciate the chance to testify today and look forward to continuing to work with
Congress on these crucial issues.
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